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Message from the CEO
The first half of
2013 has produced
mixed results in
the performance
of our 4 operational
business units.
Fortunately there
are more positives
than negatives,
with the year
characterised thus
far by; establishment
of long-term contracts, successful project
delivery, high levels of client satisfaction,
increased market presence, decreased
land development activity, tighter
margins and additional competition.
Nationally the reduction in private and
public sector spending, combined with
the down turn in the mining sector has
seen the majority of water & gas sector
participants (designers/constructors/
service providers/suppliers) fighting over
a smaller pie. It is wise to reflect why we
are performing better than the broader
economy; is it because we are dynamic
by nature and able to adapt to changes
more rapidly than others, or is it our
50 years accumulating specific sector
knowledge and capability, is it our ability
to produce innovative and efficient
solutions for our clients or is it the can
do attitude of our people? The answer is
all of the above plus many more Comdain
traits, however the message is clear,
times are tough and we must continue
to challenge and evolve all facets of our
business to stay ahead in the current
uncertain economic conditions.
The past six months has seen the
extension of our LTI free period to
now 24 months (over 1.5m hours).
As mentioned last month this is a
great result and proof we are all taking
responsibility for our own and our
colleges’ safety while on the worksite.
It would be remiss of me not to extend a
warm welcome to the 67 new Comdain
Infrastructure personnel who will be
reading their first Comdain Connect as
we commence service delivery on the
Multinet operation and maintenance
program. Welcome to the Comdain
family and enjoy the read. I encourage

your contribution, as the Comdain
Connect is an internal publication to
share our experiences and knowledge.
Whilst welcoming new members,
over the past couple of months we are
extremely fortunate to have engaged
three new senior management members
to the team. All with varied backgrounds
but sharing a history of Tier 1 construction
and maintenance experience who are now
looking to inject their knowledge into
the bureaucracy free and outcome
driven environment at Comdain.
Welcome to Jim Gaha (COO), Paul Minett
(Business Development Manager) and
Robert McEwen (State Manager Gas).
We continue to strategically invest in
good people, this investment assists
the organisation in securing the
future through controlled growth
and expanding the services we offer
to our chosen sectors.
A good example of our expanding
service offering is the commencement
of our “Engineering/Fabrication Workshop”
around the corner from HQ on Yale
Drive Epping. Commonly referred to
as Systems Operations, Gerry Lane
and his team now have a dedicated
facility to perform city gate, compressor
station and pipe fabrication, industrial
regulatory construction & commissioning,
mechanical and electrical services and
project specific engineering solutions.
The team will continue to deliver works
for APA but also now offer these services
nationally to utility asset owners,
with potential expansion into industrial
facilities, oil, coal seam gas, mining and
pipeline sectors. Drop in and see the guys,
get a better understanding of the teams
core competencies, they may be able to
assist you in your next project. Here’s to
an exciting future for the team.
There are a number of great social
activities occurring outside work over the
coming 6 months (Melb Marathon 42Km,
21Km, 10km, 5km, 3Km, Tough Mudder
QLD) get involved, prepare together and
compete together. Lookout for a sea of
Comdain Blue at these events.
Regards,
Peter Coen

We want your
Feedback...
Have your say… Feedback is always looked
upon positively as a means of improving
current processes and procedures. If you
have something you would like to express or
suggestions for any future Comdain Connect
issues please forward to Caterina on
cstocco@comdain.com.au or 03 8405 0042.

Safety First...
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LTI Free Passes the Two Year Mark

The Comdain
Absolute Essentials are
all about making a Safe
Environment for everyone.

In the last edition of Comdain Connect, I was pleased to announce that there were
no LTI’s recorded for the year 2012. As of June this year, we have surpassed the two year
mark since Comdain last recorded an LTI or in terms of hours, it has been a staggering
1.5million! This is a fantastic achievement, and everyone should be proud of their efforts
especially those in the field, however in order for us to maintain this major milestone it
requires the continual efforts of us all, and to remember that Safety always comes first.
As Comdain Infrastructure grows, so does the need for talented
resources, therefore the HSEQ department would like to welcome
its latest team member Dean Lach. Dean brings substantial field
experience and a wealth of OH&S knowledge. He is responsible for all
aspects of Health, Safety and the Environment and is based out of our
Clayton office. Dean will be primarily dedicated to our latest contract
with Multinet Gas, however is a member of the greater HSEQ team.
Earlier this year, Comdain underwent its re-certification audit process with BSI Global.
Whilst we have annual surveillance audits, the re-certification occurs every 3 years
and is a more thorough audit of our entire Health, Safety, Environmental and Quality
management systems. This has been a successful re-certification audit for Epping & Echuca
with the inclusion of BS OHSAS 18001, it also includes an extension of scope for the
Clayton (Vic) location to all (4) standards. Once again a very big thankyou to Ian Johnston
and Shane Adams, and all the teams involved at Epping / Echuca and Clayton. My thanks and
appreciation is extended to you all for your participation during this auditing process. This
recertification assists in cementing Comdain’s position as a leading construction service
provider, and provides us with the knowledge that we are achieving safety “best practice”.
Paul Harper, National HSEQ Manager
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SAFETY QUOTE:

Safety is about doing the right
thing, even if no one is looking,
and remembering Safety is
a continuing journey, not a
final destination.

Jim Gaha
On the 30 April 2013 we welcomed Jim Gaha to the Comdain team.
Jim is no stranger to Comdain, working closely with the successful Futureflow alliance team
operating out of Shepparton. Jim’s history is one of education, engagement and achievement.
An experienced professional in the planning, construction, operation and maintenance of
infrastructure, Jim has travelled extensively progressing his career, including 6 years in Asia and
4 years in the USA.
Through this journey Jim has held numerous senior roles including COO, CDO and Executive GM
of multinational organisations. Jim’s role as Chief Operating Officer will entail many facets of
the business including;
Strategic Planning

Business Development

D
 elivery Optimisation

From Jim
Thank you all for the warm welcome to Comdain.
I have always had the highest regard for the
professionalism and can do attitude of the
business. It is something that you should all
be proud of, as I am now being a part of it.
You will hear from more from me over the coming
months (and years) on many issues as we look
to continue Comdain Infrastructure’s journey.
However, for today I would like to confine my
comments to our collective wellbeing.
The challenge of expediency when time is
short drives us all to take risk (or at least
contemplate it) in both our personal and
work life. When faced with this challenge
what helps me pull back from expediency
is two things; my wife and children, is what

I am doing so important that I would risk not
returning to them?
The second relates to decisions I make at work.
It is the fear of having to make a call to someone’s
parents or partner to tell them that they have
been critically injured and the feeling that there
is something I should have done. My job is to do
all I reasonably can to create an environment
and provide tools for you to manage your
personal wellbeing and safety. What I cannot
do is make your decisions. You alone will decide
to take a risk and in doing so expose yourself
and workmates to harm.
I implore you to every day get up and actively
manage your environment and in doing so
protect yourself and your workmates.
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Projects in focus
Victorian Civil
Project:
Harvest Home Road South
Pressure Reducing Station

Start date:
March 2013

Completion date:
May 2013

Client:
Yarra Valley Water

About the project:
Earlier this year, Comdain was awarded The
Harvest Home Road Pressure Reducing Station
(PRS) project by Yarra Valley Water. This PRS
will be used as a temporary measure to reduce
delivery pressure from more than 150mWG
to 75mWG (213psi to 106psi). The PRS will
ultimately reduce the delivery pressure to the
new Harvest Views estate located in Epping
North and will also act as a second source of
supply for the area. The reason the pressure
is reduced is to lower the risk of problematic
bursting and leaks of the local supply network.

Works required in this project included:
Construction of 3 x large Valve Pits
Installation of connecting MSCL

(mild steel) pipework, pressure
reducing valves and flow-meter
Electrical Installation
Instrumentation Installation
Mechanical Fit-out of Wet Cabinet
Electrical Fit-out of SCADA cubicle
Installation of solar array
Mechanical, Electrical and

SCADA commissioning

Queensland
Project:
Potable Watermains Augmentation
and Construction of SS6 Pump
Station at Burleigh Heads

Start date:
March 2013

Completion date:
October 2013 (Current)

Client:
Gold Coast City Council

About the project:
The project in Burleigh Heads is for
construction of a potable water pump
station (and all associated mechanical and
electrical works), concrete pump house, and
approximately 1.1km of potable water mains
using mPVC, DICL and PE pipe materials.

The new infrastructure is to replace existing
assets that have been identified to be too
difficult to maintain and repair failures due
to the steep and leafy terrain in which they
are located. The removal of the redundant
assets is also part of the works.

Key innovations by Kevin Ormsby (Comdain’s
Project Manager) and his team have resulted
in the construction methodology being
modified to reduce safety risks and also
reduce costs associated with the pump
station building (pump house).

This is a significant project for Gold Coast
City Council as it will be the first capital
project delivered in the new financial year.
Works are progressing well and we hope this
will be the first of many future projects and
the continuation of a successful relationship
with Gold Coast City Council.

The images above show the foundations of the new pump house being poured and also the formwork required for the pump house walls.
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“Most successful project” – MDBA
As construction works for The Hattah Lakes
Environmental Flows Project has just been successfully
completed by connecting the HV power supply to the
pump station, we thought we would celebrate with this
special feature showcasing some of the highlights.

The successful delivery has been
acknowledged by all stakeholders
including Mr Tony Morse of the
Murray-Darling Basin Authority.
In a letter written to Comdain,
Mr Morse wrote:
“	The civil and engineering works
were of an excellent standard;
however it was the overall
management of the project that
stood out the most. This , I believe,
has led to the Hattah Lakes
construction project being the
most successful project under the
MDBA Environmental Works and
Measures Program to date.
	Comdain used their finesse to
suggest alternatives that increased
efficiencies and reduced costs of
the project. I commend Comdain
on completing the Hattah Lakes
project on schedule and under
budget. This is quite unusual for
any of our construction projects

A swollen Murray River threatens to delay construction
Comdain’s Hybrid excavator adding to the environmental focus of the project.

which are subject to the risks of
working in waterways subject
to flooding.”
Mr Morse’s letter concludes to say….
“	I would like to thank Comdain on
their professionalism on managing
the Hattah Lakes Environmental
Flows Project to meet the project
schedule, come in under budget,

respecting the Indigenous people
and their cultural heritage,
respecting the environment and
building strong relationships.”

Hattah Lakes Environmental Flows

The completion of works brings an end to what has been
a long but successful project for all involved.
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The Hattah lakes project is one of many Environmental Works and Measures Program construction
works ultimately managed by the Murray-Darling Basin Authority (MDBA). These projects aim to
re-introduce a more natural watering regime to highly sensitive environmental areas that have been
affected by regulation of the River Murray and excessive drought. Because of this, the projects are
built in highly sensitive environmental areas and many legislative approvals and conditions are placed
on the construction works.

The Living Murray program is a long term solution that will help protect and improve the lakes that are
under pressure from river regulation. Returning water to Hattah Lakes will mean one of the most spectacular
and well-loved landscapes of our nation will be protected and improved for future generations. Up until the
completion of the works, Environmental water was being delivered to the lakes using temporary pumps.

Hattah Lakes Environmental Flows

Discharge area of pump station – empty to full in 60 seconds!

SOME OF AUSTRALIA’S BIGGEST!

DISASTER AVOIDED!

The new pump station constructed
near the junction of the Murray River
and Chalka Creek has the capacity to
deliver up to 11,500 L/s which would
fill an Olympic sized swimming pool in
just over 3 & 1/2 minutes and is one of
the largest pump stations in Australia.
The water will be pumped to the lakes
during extended periods of low river
flow and to top up small natural floods.

Inundation of the project from a Murray
River flood was known to be a key risk.
Comdain analysed historical river levels
during the tender stage to gauge the
likelihood of floods impacting the works.
Records highlighted the cyclical nature
of Murray River levels with low river
levels between February and June.

The new regulators (and one refurbished
regulator) and stop banks will hold
the environmental water within the
lakes and surrounding floodplain.
The regulator at Oatey’s is believed
to have the largest penstock gates in
Australia installed, measuring 7m tall.
The total construction value of the
project exceeded $19M with the
specialised axial flow pumps for the
Messenger’s Regulator accounting
for over $2M of the total.
Levee bank constructed for flood protection.

Historic floods in the Murrumbidgee
River and significant rainfall in
the Murray catchment in February
2012 generated floodwaters which
were predicted to inundate the site.
Furthermore, storage dams were full
and G-MW forecast even higher river
levels in winter. Given the risk of the
site becoming in accessible, G-MW
and Comdain discussed suspending the
project and recommencing after winter.
RPS Aquaterra (Comdain’s
environmental management
partner) modelled the impact of
the predicted river levels to ascertain
the protection works required to
prevent the construction sites from
being inundated. Comdain reviewed
the model outputs and recommended
expediting protection works so the
project could commence. Mobilisation
was fast tracked in March 2012 with
levees constructed while flood waters
approached. River levels increased to
the highest recorded in April 2012
for at least 40 years. Comdain’s
protection works isolated the site
from peak river levels allowing the
project to commence and was
ultimately delivered on schedule.

7m high Penstock gates

RESPECTFUL
OF THE LAND
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Other key areas that
helped define the success
of the project were the
environmental and cultural
heritage management approaches.

Comdain and RPS Aquaterra
developed a concise CEMP which
incorporated the requirements of the
EMP and CHMP to create a practical
document for the project team and
construction workforce.
Approved construction footprints were
constrained to minimise disturbance to
vegetation. Comdain erected 12,000m
of exclusion fencing to restrict access
to the areas approved in the EMP.
Comdain’s CEMP included Worksite
Specific Environmental Plans for each
construction site which nominated
areas for offices, parking, material
storage, refueling, and waste storage.
Messenger’s Regulator
30 Tonne excavator floating on the Murray River

DIFFICULT DRIVING CONDITIONS

Careful planning of work sequencing
and negotiating with suppliers to
deliver materials when they were
to be incorporated into the works
reduced the need for storage on site.
A comprehensive schedule was
developed and maintained to exercise
control over work sequencing and to
minimise on site storage requirements.

Four of the structures required 368m
of sheet piles to be driven through
their foundations. Pile driving analysis
performed on the geotech indicated
an excavator mounted vibratory (EMV)
hammer was an appropriate driving
technique. The initial 850kN hammer
resulted in refusal and a larger 1432kN
hammer proved just as ineffective.
A 6000kN drop hammer was then
trialed but had little impact,
demonstrating practical refusal
had been reached. Despite this
refusal, Comdain re-engineered
the methodology and drove them
all to their design depth through
a careful selection of stroke length
and driving frequency.

One of the critical aspects of the
detailed scheduling was the timing
of concrete arrival and pouring.
Conforming to the specified minimum
and maximum ambient temperatures
for concrete pours required careful
scheduling due to the extreme climate
and the fact that the concrete would
be in transit for over 90 minutes.
The concrete was scheduled in detail
during the early stages which provided
confidence that extreme measures
suggested by concrete suppliers
were not required. Admixtures were
added to delay concrete curing and
priority given to concrete trucks on
the access road to meet the timeline
and manufacturers specifications.
Super-plasticiser was added after
initial slump tests to improve the
workability of the concrete.
Works were successfully planned
around medium term weather forecasts
and none of the 40 concrete pours
needed to be rescheduled.

Challenges were also encountered
during the driving of sheet piles
for the seven pump columns for
the pump station at Messengers.
The project specification nominated
a drop hammer technique for driving
the 55 piles (up to 21m long) up
to 30m out into the Murray River.
Comdain determined that this
technique was impractical and
expensive so proposed an EMV
hammer to drive the piles from a
barge. The piles were driven to their
design bearing capacity and within
tolerance using this approach with the
works completed for a significantly
lower cost and shorter timeframe
compared to the nominated technique.

Hattah Lakes Environmental Flows

TIMING IS EVERYTHING
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The environmental performance of the works was a highlight of the
project. There were no environmental incidents and a third party audit
of compliance with the EMP concluded that “Construction works were
conformant with the EMP for the project”.
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A third party audit at project completion found no non-conformances.
Given the constraints of 1000km² foot print within a National Park
containing significant flora and fauna and the mitigation measures
from the EMP, this was a significant achievement.

Identified Scar Tree for preservation.

INDUSTRY RECOGNITION

Indigenous stakeholders also praised how Comdain conducted
the works and managed cultural heritage. There are 1200 registered
artifacts in the park and the parties adopted a collaborative approach
to protecting cultural heritage values. The co-operative approach
taken to relocating two scar trees (pictured left) from construction
zones demonstrated how the parties worked collectively to achieve
positive outcomes.
Each pump has a capacity of 1667 litres per second

The project has also been nominated
for a number of industry excellence
awards including:
Civil Contractors Federation 2013

Earth Award ($5m - $20m)
2013 Banksia Awards

L and and Biodiversity
– Preserving Our Ecosystems

Hattah Lakes Environmental Flows

W
 ater – Our Most Precious Resource

Peter Coen, Comdain’s CEO,
is also extremely pleased with
the outcome saying…
” The Hattah Lakes Environmental
Flows Project showcased the core
Comdain values – True Partners,
Dynamic, Hands-on, Enduring,
Renowned Specialist and
Professional Drive
— Well done to all involved.”

A project video has
been developed and can
be viewed by scanning the
QR code below or alternatively
you can view the video at
comdaininfrastructure.com.au

View the project video at
comdaininfrastructure.com.au
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Irrigation
Project:
Five Mile Reserve, Moama – Boat Ramp,
Car Park and Bank Works

Start date:
April 2013

Completion date:
May 2013 (Current)

Client:
National Parks and Wildlife Service,
NSW Office of Environment and Heritage

About the project:
The Five Mile Reserve Redevelopment
project was located on the picturesque
Murray River just outside Moama on the
Victoria-New South Wales border. The project
involved a series of works required to upgrade
facilities for local residents and visitors to
the park land. The area had been degraded
from heavy use from park users and boating
enthusiasts. The area also hosts the annual
Southern 80 Water Skiing Event.
The upgrade works included:
C
 onstruction of 4 Tiers of retaining wall with
a combined length of approximately 850m
E
 arthworks for the formation of a car park
to subgrade level
I nstallation of a new boat ramp leading
20m into the Murray River.
R
 emoval of the existing boat ramp
The project presented a number of challenges
including the concrete boat ramp leading
into the river (the image to the left shows the
sheet pile dam required to divert water away)

Victorian Gas
Project:
Water bath Heater Refurbishment

Start date:
April 2013

Completion date:
June 2013

Client:
APA Group

About the project:
Over the last few months, Comdain has been

severe damage (or failure) to the pipework

working on a number of projects involving

downstream resulting in cracks and ultimately

Water Bath Heaters.

an interruption to the service.

Water bath heaters are an essential piece

The image above shows one of the larger

of infrastructure required to deliver gas to

heater coils being removed from its tank

the distribution network. The water bath

at APA Group’s Brooklyn Compressor Station

heater consists of a steel pipe that ‘snakes’

for maintenance. During the works, the coil

through a tank of water (heated to approx.

is inspected and tested for damage, leaks and

50°C) and warms the gas before entering

structural integrity. Other works include the

a regulator which then reduces the pressure

testing and replacement of pressure gauges

(sometimes from 8000kPa to 400kPa).

and connecting pipework as required.

This is because when the pressure is reduced,

The images to the right show smaller

so does the temperature and if it is not heated

heaters requiring similar works,

prior, the gas could potential freeze and cause

refurbished in Thomastown.

but Tim Reid, Comdain’s Project Manager, and
his team were able to overcome these issues
by working closely with the client and design
team and ultimately enabled completion
of the project one week ahead of schedule.
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Getting to know our people
Talking with…
Eamonn Flynn

Talking with…
Stephen Lenehan

Talking with…
Claude Fabris

Title:
Project Manager
Area of the business:
QLD Gas & Civil
Location:
Brisbane
Time with Comdain:
1 Year

Title:
Supervisor
Area of the business:
Vic Civil
Location:
Epping
Time with Comdain:
4 Years

Title:
Construction Foreman
Area of the business:
Vic Gas
Location:
Thomastown
Time with Comdain:
18 Years

What does a typical day at
Comdain involve for you?

If you could choose anyone, who would
you pick as your mentor?

What does a typical day at
Comdain involve for you?

This is one of the things I enjoy about
Comdain, there is no such thing as a
typical day. Each day brings a variety
of challenges which always keeps me
on my toes.

Brian Cody – a living legend which
coaches the best Hurling team in Ireland
(for those who don’t know Hurling is
somewhat like hockey)

What do you like most about your role?

To work my way up to a high
management role.

The day starts with organising paper
work and getting the crews organized at
both Epping & Thomastown. Ordering
of materials, organizing traffic
management followed with on site
checking and planning for works ahead.

Seeing a job through from start to finish
gives me a great feeling of satisfaction
when the job is completed and signed
off by the client.
What drew you to Comdain?

I had read up online about Comdain
before I applied for the job, they had a
lot of big civil projects on and they had
a good reputation within the industry.
The company structure is one thing
that I was drawn to as well.
What do you like doing when
you’re not at work?

I like to take the time to travel around
Queensland and experience the Australian
way of doing things as it’s a bit different
to the Irish way.
What is the best invention during
your lifetime?

The internet
What is the worst song to
get stuck in your head?

“Irelands call” as the Lions are playing
Australia soon.
What nickname do you have?

Well I would like to say something cool but
a couple of the Comdain crew have taken to
calling me “The Fonz”. It’s not too bad
I guess, I have been called a lot worse.

What career goals have you set yourself?

When you have 30 minutes of
free-time, how do you pass the time?

Usually spend that time watching
Gaelic football.
What is something you do on a daily basis?

What do you like doing in
your spare time?

Doing day trips with my wife and
daughter or going to the footy with
my kids.
What Three items can’t you live without?

At work I manage the workers on site, plan
the day’s work and schedule the following
days’ work. Meet with water
and gas inspectors to work towards a
common goal to complete the job.

Car, Mobile phone and my wedding ring!

Where do you see yourself in 5 years
from now?

Roast Lamb and veggies (the family
are coming over)

I haven’t thought that far ahead to be honest…
I plan things as they come, year by year.

What is your favourite childhood
memory?

What is the one thing in the world
you are most proud of?

Holiday trip to and back from Europe
by ship (22 days at sea)

Where I come from… Ireland

What is your favourite quote or motto?

Where would you choose to live: by the
ocean, in the mountains or in the woods?

Everything happens for a reason...

Favourite sporting moment?

2011, followed by 2009 & 2007 AFL
Grand final “GO CATS!!”
What’s for dinner tonight?

By the ocean

Comdain Design Services
Part of Comdain’s Mission is to strategically grow the business by diversifying the services
that we offer and by progressively expanding our operations across Australia. Over the past
12 months, Comdain has developed its capabilities by offering clients a more cost effective
in-house design option.
In Queensland, the design team is made up of 2 full time employees, supported by a part time
Draftsperson who predominantly work on Design and Construct projects for Queensland Urban
Utilities and Unitywater. In Victoria, 2 draftspersons have joined the team as part of the recent
commencement of the Multinet Gas Operations & Maintenance contract.
During this time, Comdain has invested heavily in state of the art design software and
equipment to support the team in providing the best possible design solutions to our clients.
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News around the nation
With Compliments – High praise from clients
I want to congratulate the Team particularly Emmanuel Taafuli and
Craig Reichl for making the Wallan RWTP Potable Backup and Recycled
Main Project successful. Although a few hiccups had delayed the
completion, Comdain exhibited the high capacity and devotion to
deliver the project before the Christmas break to enable us start the
commissioning of the recycled water treatment plant in early Jan 2013.

Queensland’s Growing Fleet…

Evelyn Yung, Project Manager
– Water Improvement Team,
Yarra Valley Water

On behalf of the Project Delivery Team of QUU, I would like to thank
all of you in Comdain especially yourself, Mick Rodgers and crew for
the successful delivery of Brisbane Road Bundamba Trunk Water Main
Replacement project. The project has been completed within timeframe,
despite all the challenges and difficulties encountered along the way.
It’s worth mentioning that this project has been in the program for a
long time back in Ipswich Water years and QUU, due to its complexity,
DTMR’s specific conditions and restricted work hours. I commend
everyone who has been involved in the delivery of the project. Again,
thank you so much.
Mildred Coombs, Project Manager
– Major projects & Commercial Services,
Queensland Urban Utilities

“….I am writing to let you know how extremely efficient/polite/helpful
and communicative we found the “team” who dealt with our road
property to be…” APA Customer Rosanna
This project was successful completed due to the contributions from the
APA Supervisors Robert Francis and Eddie Pankhurst, excellent design
by Alison Draper, Site Management by Gerry Lane and the execution by
the Comdain crew and our supportive sub-contractors - Hastings Meter
Change Out – APA

This year has been a busy year for Queensland and with that
the needs increase for additional and new machinery.
Queensland crews received two new Kobelco excavators
the SK55SR-5 and the SK135SR.
The SR-5 Mini excavator built for hard work has been
operating since the beginning of the year. The small
operating footprint allows for digging, swinging and
dumping in limited spaces. It combines a travel system
with high efficient dozer blade that enables the operator
to move earth with less waste. The SK135SR as seen on the
front page is the allrounder excavator; fitted with an offset
boom which allows for smooth operation when digging next
to walls protecting the surrounds from damage. It also has
advance technologies such as the super quiet iNDr cooling
system it’s the “Ultimate” with a Low Noise Level of 93 dB(A).

Comdain Infrastructure...
A stand out
The Business Development team have recently launched its latest
weapon in promoting the Comdain brand. A new exhibition stand with
an integrated audio visual display was unveiled at the 2013 FutureGAS
conference and exhibition held in Brisbane earlier this year.
The 18m² display incorporates Comdain’s values and capabilities
throughout the design and also has interchangeable panels that can be
specific to the industry event. The 40" flat screen display shows images
and videos that showcases the great work we do in the field.
The skeleton of the booth is shared with Comdain Homes with separate
‘kits’ available for each business to use as and when required.
The stand will be used for upcoming events throughout the year.

Glenn Meredith,
Darren Egan,
Windon Loumoli,
Paul Minett.
at FutureGAS
2013
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What we’ve been up to...
Comdain Irrigation Project Engineer
Babsita Van Tubbergh and her family have
taken the big step an become Australian
Citizens on Australia Day. Babsita arrived
in Australia from South Africa five years ago
initially settling in Townsville then moving
to Echuca three years later. Welcome to
Australia Babsita and as they say in your
native tongue ‘Vorentoe Australie inwoners’
– Advance Australia Fair.

“ Hi Tom... I have a bad feeling Terry is burning off again”
Members of the Comdain Striders team are well into their
training programs for the various events as part of the
Melbourne Marathon Festival in October this year. We have
team members entered into a number of events ranging
from the full 42.2km marathon down to the 3km walk.

Back in mid Feb of this year, a fast-moving grass fire had
headed south into metropolitan Melbourne, fanned by gusty
northerly winds with thick smoke reported across Melbourne
including the CBD.

Its not too late to join in and everyone who enters as
part of the team, will receive a Comdain Striders T-Shirt!
We will also be setting up a meeting place afterwards
to celebrate our achievements.

Traffic in the Epping area ground to a standstill as cars containing
people evacuating, merged with commuters and later, sightseers.
The roads were jammed with cars!
The Epping office received non-stop recorded warning and
evacuation phone alerts from the CFA in the late afternoon.
Paul Harper (National HSEQ Manager) managed to capture
a photo of our CEO Peter Coen in action during the fires.
We thought it would be fun to run a competition for the best
caption to go with the image. Congratulations to Danny Moon
who has captured the Coen humour in its entirety.

New
arrivals...

Jude Dobso

n

For more information visit www.melbournemarathon.com.au
or contact Phil Wilson (pwilson@comdain.com.au).

This year has proved to be record breaking
with the birth of 7 little boys (3 of which
are triplets) and 2 little girls. We welcome
them all to the Comdain family.
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Aston Walsh

You can sponsor any member of the team or donate
directly to our chosen charity, Cerebral Palsy Education Centre
by visiting www.melbournemarathon2013.gofundraise.com.au/
page/ComdainStriders.

Congratulations to all the new parents
Danielle & Adam, Peter & Donna,
Michael & Lynsey, Shallum & Jacci,
Matt & Donna, Paul & Tara, Felice & Tanya

Emmett Bake
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Scarlett Acc
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Romeo Caruso
Mia Frith

Xavier Caruso

Aiden Caruso

Remember to let us know of your adventures…
Contact Caterina cstocco@comdain.com.au or 8405 0042

